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TIA
World IT breakthrough by CT prof
Cape Argus - 29 April 2013
Cape Town - A Cape Town technology company has rocked the international technology world, unveiling the first new type
of transistor in 65 years. Dubbed the “current switching transistor” by its inventors, PST Sensors, the new transistor was
launched earlier this month at the IDTechEx 2013 Printed

Agri Biotech
Comments Invited on Statutory Measures for Wine Industry
Sabinet Law - 30 April 2013
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Wine industry representatives have requested the continuation of
statutory measures in terms of the Marketing of Agricultural Products Act (1996) and have called for comments from
industry role players on the proposed levies and functions of the mea

How Innovation Is Stimulating Agriculture In Africa
Ventures Africa - 29 April 2013
Editor’s Note: This article was feature in Ventures Africa magazine February/March edition VENTURES AFRICA –
Agriculture in Africa currently stands at the crossroads of persistent food shortages compounded by climate change threats.

ICT Sector
Nashua to demonstrate unique value offering at 2013 CIO Summit
IT Web - 29 April 2013
Nashua is set to provide considerable value to delegates at the upcoming CIO Africa Summit, by actively engaging with
chief information officers (CIOs) and offering expert advice on how to improve their companies’ business processes.

Integration, affordable option for businesses of all sizes
IT Web - 29 April 2013
Business-to-business integration covers all areas of electronic commerce, including orders, invoices, notifications and
confirmations, says Etienne du Toit, manager for the Integration Business Unit at Westrocon.

Innovative ICT solutions for Africa
IT Web - 29 April 2013
The Mobenzi Researcher and Outreach mobile platforms allow sophisticated forms of research to be conducted across
Africa online or via mobile phones. Two South African ICT innovators have been included in the 10 finalists for the
Innovation Prize for Africa (IPA).

Innovation: Other
Innovation Prize for Africa name ten finalists
The New Age - 30 April 2013
Entrepreneurs from across Africa have been recognised for their market-oriented solutions to address sanitation, malaria,
energy and other challenges while driving economic growth on the continent Ten African innovators have developed
practical solutions to some of the continent’s most intractable

Only a fraction of plastics recycled in SA
Green Times - 29 April 2013
Of 1,3 million tons of plastic manufactured in our country, only 250 000 tons was recycled in 2011 – and most of that was
post-consumer waste. This means that a big chunk more could have been recycled, according to Jacques Lightfoot,
Sustainability Manager of Plastics SA.

